THE SUN, THE MOON, AND A LITTLE BIT OF MAGIC...
February 7, 2008
A while ago we received this email from one of our readers with some old-fashioned, valuable advice:
I am not much able to contribute to the aspect of your site which touches upon being a mum and living a stylish lifestyle as
I am afraid I must admit that I really am not tremendously stylish and am living the glorious life of being a mum on a shoestring.
However I am not so poor or slovenly that I wish my baby son to go out into the big wide world covered in the demon
orange blotches that spatter across his lovely white tops and hale from some carrot concoction I have fashioned whilst
trying to improve my ?good life? culinary skills.
NO!
I had been desperately trying every product on the market to remove these loathsome stains...and nothing short of bleach
works, let me tell you. And it just doesn't seem right to dip your baby's clothes in bleach and then insist they wear them?
However ... upon touching base with the ?elders' in my family, I was advised that nothing other than sunlight and
moonlight is required to lift these patches of orange hue!
?Sunlight' and ?moonlight' are not brands of washing up liquid as I had first thought!... Simply place soiled items of
clothing on the line, outside in the day or on a clear night and it is absolutely true to say that the stains are gone in the
morning!
Wonderful! (And free)!
Of course I felt that, before sharing this information with you, I should test it out myself to see if it really works. I had a cute, off-white
Album di Famiglia top, which had some nasty stains on the front that didn't want to come out. I tried it all: Vanish, washing it hot,
everything. (It's just that I paid too much for it in the first place that I couldn't get myself to throw it away). I wasn't sure if these stains
were carrot, but hey - no harm in trying.
I left the top outside on the table, stains facing the sun/moon. But unfortunately the weather in the Netherlands hasn't been fantastic
lately, so after waiting for some sun and moon I completely forgot about the top... until I finally remembered the whole experiment
yesterday. Unfortunately, the stains are still in place. Now, given the fact that I was unsure about the source of the stains, together
with the miserable weather conditions in the Netherlands at the moment, I don't think we can call this whole experiment very
successful. I will have to try again another time - or do any of you know if this is really true?
xxx Esther
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